Use this week’s cover story, “Kid of the Year: Orion Jean,” to answer the questions below. For questions 1–6, circle the letter next to the best answer. If you need more space to write your response to question 7, you may use the back of this page.

1. Orion Jean started his first kindness initiative by
   A. asking corporate donors for help raising funds.
   B. donating books in book deserts.
   C. using money he won in a speech contest.
   D. none of the above

2. Orion says solving a problem requires “just knowing deep down that it’s something you care about.” He says this in order to
   A. describe how he started his first kindness initiative.
   B. communicate how difficult it is to carry out big campaigns.
   C. inspire others to start getting involved with causes they believe in.
   D. argue that people should feel guilty for not getting involved in campaigns.

3. Angelina Jolie asks Orion if he ever feels “overwhelmed or sad” when he witnesses unkindness. She likely asks him this in order to
   A. discover the emotions that drive a person who does humanitarian work.
   B. make the reader feel overwhelmed by unkindness in the world.
   C. find out about Orion’s next campaign.
   D. argue that kids should not be involved in humanitarian work.

4. What is the main purpose of Orion’s book-donation initiative?
   A. to teach people about different cultures
   B. to help unemployed people find jobs
   C. to elicit donations from corporations and other organizations
   D. to get books to kids in book deserts

5. How does Orion relax when he’s not engaged in a campaign?
   A. playing various sports, like tennis
   B. playing musical instruments and video games
   C. watching television
   D. sleeping

6. Why is an interview an effective way to announce the TIME Kid of the Year?
   A. Jolie is a well-known actor and it makes the award credible.
   B. It allows Orion to present his work in his own words.
   C. Profile articles often include favorable opinions and interviews do not.
   D. all of the above

7. What do you think is Orion’s most distinguishing trait? Explain.